This course will lead students in closely analyzing contemporary presidential campaigning in an era of social media. Students will encounter a number of readings by practitioners about effective social media use in campaigning, and analytical arguments and research from academics who study social media’s role in public debate, electoral processes, and democracy more broadly. The class will be oriented around tracking developments on the campaign trail during the 2016 U.S. presidential election, and students will apply practitioner and academic literature to understand real time political processes. In the process, we will create descriptive accounts of campaigns and candidates and their social media use, and seek to infer campaign strategy. More broadly, students will come to understand much about social media, contemporary cultural and social practice, and American politics more broadly.

The School of Media and Journalism’s accrediting body outlines a number of values you should be aware of and competencies you should be able to demonstrate by the time you graduate from our program. Learn more about them here: [http://www2.ku.edu/~acejm/principles.shtml#vals&comps](http://www2.ku.edu/~acejm/principles.shtml#vals&comps)

Students taking this course will be able to think critically, creatively, and independently, learn how to conduct research and evaluate information, write correctly and clearly, and critically evaluate their own work and that of others.

**Book**


**Course Requirements**

**Participation**

This course is premised on active discussion and is run as a seminar. You are expected to come to class having completed the readings and ready to discuss them. In addition, we will open each class period with up to 30 minutes of open discussion about politics informed by our readings throughout the course. As such, you are expected to be following the daily political media. As a matter of course, we might not always get to
explicit discussion of the readings, but they will provide the broad context for the course and will be a resource for you.

You also have a more structured participation assignment:

*Campaign Social Media Analysis*

At the start of the semester, you will break into groups to analyze the content of one presidential candidate and campaign across social media platforms who you will follow throughout the class (or as long as she/he stays in the race). Once a week, your group will make a short, 5-7 minute presentation on that candidate’s social media presence during the following week. Presentations can provide a descriptive analysis of what the candidate’s campaign is doing on social media (such as how many tweets they sent and what issues they are promoting on Twitter), your group’s perception of the strategy behind the campaign’s social media use, or your interpretations of their social media use and strategy based on the insights from the class or other readings.

The best presentations will present examples of social media use by the candidates, take campaigning across a number of different social media platforms into account, analyze social media as a part of electoral strategy more broadly, strive to infer strategy, show how social media efforts effect discourse about the election in the professional press or in media more generally, and provide a critical evaluation of readings in the class.

If your group’s candidate drops out, you will be responsible for choosing a party or political organization involved in electioneering efforts and tracking their social media use around the election. There are many examples that you can choose from, such as the conservative group Club for Growth and the National Rifle Association, or the progressive Center for American Progress and Planned Parenthood. Or, you could choose the Democratic or Republican parties. The goal is to show how, through social media, these organizations work to shape discourse about the election and, ultimately, its outcome.

*Final Presentation*

For your final class project, you will work in groups to craft a social media plan for a real or hypothetical general election candidate of your choosing. This includes drawing on the resources and discussions of the class to state your broad strategy on social media for your candidate, the goals, objectives, and audiences your group has for multiple platforms, and designing mock social media pages, images, and content for your candidate. You are not required to discuss every social media platform in existence, but at a minimum you should incorporate at least three into your campaign plan (such as Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Snapchat, Pinterest, and Tumblr). Your candidate can be either of the two party’s nominees, a third party nominee, or a candidate who ran during this cycle and did not win (I am also open to other ideas, propose them!)
During the scheduled final, you will present this plan and turn in your paper. We will discuss what this should look like in class. The best social media plans will take account of who your candidate is (their image, biography, background, etc.), the electoral context (is their party in the White House? What issues are salient to voters? What does polling data say voters are concerned about? What is a potential path to the White House?), the audiences you are trying to reach (which voters does your candidate need to reach to register, persuade, or turn out?), and the audiences and affordances of platforms (what types of users are on what social media platform, who are you trying to reach and how?).

**Grades**

Participation (including classroom participation and group social media presentations): 60%

Final presentation: 40%

**Resources**

Most of the readings for the class are on Sakai. As students, you have access to all of these resources. In addition, students should pay particular attention to blogs that bridge social science and journalism. Here are a few of my favorites:

ESPN’s 538: http://fivethirtyeight.com/


Vox’s The Mischief of Faction: http://www.vox.com/mischiefs-of-faction

**Special Accommodations:**

If you require special accommodations to attend or participate in this course, please let the instructor know as soon as possible. If you need information about disabilities visit the Accessibility Services website at https://accessibility.unc.edu/

**Honor Code:**

I expect that each student will conduct himself or herself within the guidelines of the University honor system (http://honor.unc.edu). All academic work should be done with the high levels of honesty and integrity that this University demands. You are expected to produce your own work in this class. If you have any questions about your responsibility or your instructor’s responsibility as a faculty member under the Honor Code, please see the course instructor or Senior Associate Dean Charlie Tuggle, or you may speak with a
Seeking Help:

If you need individual assistance, it’s your responsibility to meet with the instructor. If you are serious about wanting to improve your performance in the course, the time to seek help is as soon as you are aware of the problem – whether the problem is difficulty with course material, a disability, or an illness.

Diversity:

The University’s policy on Prohibiting Harassment and Discrimination is outlined in the 2011-2012 Undergraduate Bulletin http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/. UNC is committed to providing an inclusive and welcoming environment for all members of our community and does not discriminate in offering access to its educational programs and activities on the basis of age, gender, race, color, national origin, religion, creed, disability, veteran’s status, sexual orientation, gender identity, or gender expression.

Course Schedule

Part One: Democracy and Campaigns

January 12th

Introduction to the course

What is Social Media? Why is Campaigning so Different Today?

January 14th


January 19th


Digital Campaign Strategy

January 21st

Delany, Introduction through Chapter 3 (pages 2-27)

January 26th
Delany, Chapters 4-6 (pages 28-62)

January 28th

Delany, Chapters 7-13 (pages 63-93)

**Technology and Campaigning**

February 2nd

Kreiss, *Prototype Politics*, Chapter 1

February 4th

Kreiss, *Prototype Politics*, Chapter 5

February 9th

Kreiss, Digital Campaigning

**Social Media and Campaigning: Organizational Perspectives**

February 11th


February 16th

Baldwin-Philippi, *Using Technology, Building Democracy*  
Chapter 4, Digital Circulation in Networked Publics (available online through UNC libraries)

February 18th

Baldwin-Philippi, *Using Technology, Building Democracy*  
Chapter 5, Digital Retail Politics (available online through UNC libraries)

February 23rd


February 25th

**Social Media and Politics: The New Public Sphere**
March 1<sup>st</sup>


March 3<sup>rd</sup>


March 8<sup>th</sup>

Jungherr, Twitter in Politics

March 10<sup>th</sup>


**SPRING BREAK MARCH 15<sup>th</sup>-17<sup>th</sup>**

**Social Media and Campaigning: Research Perspectives**

March 22<sup>nd</sup>


March 24<sup>th</sup>


March 29<sup>th</sup>


March 31<sup>st</sup>

April 5th


April 7th


April 12th


April 14th


April 19th


April 21st


April 26th

Wrap Up

**Friday, April 29th 12:00pm**
Final Presentations and Social Media Plans Due